
   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Friday 25th November Newsletter: 2016 Issue 10 
Dear Parent(s)/Carer(s), 

 

It was lovely to see so many of you attend our Parent Consultations this week despite the horrendous 

weather! The children are working very hard and the teaching staff were keen to meet with you and 

share their progress with you. If you were unable to attend, you will be contacted to make an 

appointment and it is incredibly important that we work together.  

 

Thank you to those parents who attended the drop in session at the Community Centre this week. Our 

decision to walk to swimming lessons was around the steep financial cost for a bus. However, we 

understand your concerns and have rebooked a bus for the winter months.  

 

Classroom News:  

 
Early Years Moat/Bailey/Keep: This week has been very lovely. We have had the great opportunity 

to begin focusing on our nativity script. This has been amazing as we could use this as part of our 

literacy sessions. We have also been involved with creating patterns using many materals in our areas 

of provision including scruptious food. All the teachers were thrilled with their parents meetings at 

the beginning of the week. It was just wonderful to speak about each individual child and allow 

parents to find out how amazing they are at school. 

Moat Group- My citizens of the week are Adna and Luqman for creating good behaviour examples to 

all in our group. Speaker of the week is: Yusuf for great contribution to class discussions. Writer of 

the week is: Mia for great sentence writing. 

Keep Group- Citizens of the week are: Nitya and Hani. Writer of the week is: Kartikey. Speaker of 

the week is: Harshitha. 

Bailey Group- The citizens of the week are: Lewis and Nina. Speaker of the week is: Melq  

Writer of the week: Vinware.   

Year 1 - Scarborough: First of all, thank you to those of you who attended parents evening this 

week. It was a great opportunity to discuss the childrens  progress so far in Year 1. This week in 

Maths we have been focusing on solving problems using addition and subtraction. In Literacy we have 

been looking at non-fiction texts, focusing on the use of titles, subtitles and bullet points. In topic we 

have been learning all about herbivores, omnivores and carnivores. Our speaker of the week is Ilwad.  

Our writer of the week is Olivia. Our citizens of the week are Mumen and Aicha.  

Year 1 – Spofforth: This week, the children in Mr Fox's class have been editing and completing 

their story about Animal groups .They have focussed on the use of question marks and placing them 

appropriately.In Maths they have been solving problems related to either addition or subtraction. 



   
 

 

In Geography they have been learning about the Safari located in Kenya and familiarising themselves 

with the seven continents around the world .The Citizens of the Week are Tameer and Ayub. The 

Writer of the week is  Moska.The Speaker of the Week is Zoisa. 

Year 2- Conisbrough: This week in our topic we have begun to look at and compare the hospitals in 

Victorian times with modern day hospitals. In our maths lessons we have created some beautiful 

array cities  and have completed all the corresponding multiplication and division facts. We have now 

begun to look at a range of division and multiplication problems. This weeks citizens of the week are 

Maziar and Olivia for being kind to others. The speaker of the week is Daniel for offering super 

suggestins in class and the writer of the week is Abdikadar for speaking his sentences and then 

writing.  

Year 2 - Middleham : This week, our learning about Florence Nightingale has been extended even 

further. We now know lots more about her and how difficult it was for her to get an education in 

Victorian times. We're building up more stamina for writing every day! In Maths, we have been busy 

doubling and halving two digit numbers, solving lots of problems. Our Citizens of the Week are 

Vittoria and David for being wonderful friends to everyone in Year 2. Our Writer of the Week is 

Marwan for his super writing about the life of Florence Nightingale and our Speaker of the Week is 

Ruth for speaking up more often in class.  

Year 3 - York: Year This week in numeracy, we focused on multiplying two and three digits by one 

digit, and finding a missing number in multiplication problem. In writing the children are learning 

about features of explanation text, and creating their own explanation texts using diagrams.  

Citizen of the week: Namrah for being supportive of her peers, helping them with their work during 

lessons.  Citizen of the week: Hafsa for becoming much more engaged with her learning and 

completing tasks on time.  Writer of the week: Liaba for producing lots work both at home and 

school. Speaker of the week: Aland for reading his research to the class. 

Year 3- Ripley: A big thank you to all the parents who came to parent's evening. It is so lovely to 

share how well the children are progressing and what they are like at home. Any parents who were 

unable to attend please see me and I will try to make an appointment. In class as usual the children 

have been working very hard. In literacy we are about to publish our poetry, and we have been 

working on homophones and poetry comprehension. In maths we have been concentrating on 

multiplication and word problems.We had great fun using the large 100 square in the playground to 

work on the times tables. In PE we are focussing on dance. We are using 'Carnival of the Animals' by 

Debussy for the music. The children have made up  beautiful dance sequences to represent the 

different animals. This has involved working together to choreograph different aspects relating to 

the music. Citizens of the week: Vena for being a good friend and always helping others and Chelsea 

for being very helpful. Writing of the week is Emily for her fabulous poem. Speaker of the week is 

Shannon for helping us to learn french. 

Year 4- Richmond: It was lovely to talk with lots of parents at the beginning of the week. You can 

always speak to me after school if you need to. We have begun to prepare for our Christmas 

production and will have more details for you soon. In maths we have continued with column addition 

and subtraction through solving word problems and using the inverse to check answers and find 

missing numbers. We have also been focusing on the final drafts of our non-chronological reports 

about Skipton Castle. Our speaker of the week is Dominick. Our writer of the week is Kiemia. Our 

citizens of the week are Marta and Blake.  

Year 4 –Skipton: A big thank you to all those parents who came out in terrible weather to attend 

parents' evening, it was lovely to share all the children's successes with you – and to hear all about 

crocodiles and cucumbers (you know who you are!). You can still come and see us if you were unable to 



   
 

 

make it this week. The children have started preparing for our Christmas production (yes it is that 

time of year already!) In maths we have continued with column subtraction using money and the 

children have been writing up science experiments. As ever the children are doing wonderfully well in 

swimming. Our citizens of the week are Sharon for being one of those children all teachers want in 

their class – excellent behaviour and manners and a hard worker and Muhammad E for being a great 

example to others and enthusiasm in maths. Our writer of the week is Alfey who wowed his mum at 

parents' evening with  his handwriting and presentation. Fatoumata is our speaker of the week – 

always confident and brimming with great ideas. 

Year 5-Pickering: It was lovely to see lots of parents on parent’s evening. Any parents who couldn’t 

make it feel free to make another appointment.  I am at school until after 5 most nights, just make 

an appointment at the office. We continue to study Ancient Greece and the children have been 

writing their own version of Pandora’s Box. Their writing absolutely blows me away with their use of 

fantastic vocabulary and sentence structure. We have some really talented writers in year 5! In 

maths we are tackling division with some children learning long division, which is really difficult but 

they are getting there. Our writer of the week this week is Jesse – he is one of the talented writers 

I mentioned earlier. Our speaker of the week is Teegan for her thoughtful clear responses in 

discussions. Citizens of the week are Courtney and Bafoday. 

Year 5 –Helmsley: It was delightful to see some of you at parents evening this week and it was great 

to pass on the achievements we have had so far. We know need to work as hard as we can to maintain 

and improve those standards. We have started guiding reading in an afternoon to improve our reading 

ability. We are about to start division in maths and we are developing our narrative writing skills by 

editing our own work before we do a final draft of an ending to Prometheus and Pandora.  Our 

citizens of the week are Sammy and Fanta. Our writer of the week is Chyna and our speaker of the 

week is Corey.  

Year 6 – Bolton: We have been continuing with our World War 2 topic this week focusing upon “The 

Blitz.” The children have been writing a diary extract about what they saw and how this made them 

think and feel. In maths we have looked at measuring from circles to volume and everything 

inbetween. Our citizens of the week this week are Shayma and Sonia. Our writer of the week is 

Arghya and our speaker of the week is Destiny. 

Year 6 - Pontefract Castle: It was lovely to see so many parents on Monday and Tuesday and to 

discuss your lovely children.  If you were unable to attend please contact the office or see me after 

school so we can discuss your child and their progress.  This week we have been tugging at heart 

strings again as we have been writing a diary entry about a child's experience of an air raid in the 

Blitz (WW2).  In maths we have been calculating the area or all sorts of shapes, as well as finding 

missing angles.  Our citizens of the week are: Yad and Essay.  Our speaker of the week is Shanice and 

our writer of the week is Emdadul.  

Family Support Team  

Friday 9th December – 9.30 -11.30am Christmas Coffee Morning  

 



   
 

 

Tel: 0113 248 2750 

www.eborgardensprimary.co.uk 

Consultant Principal: Mrs D Simpson 

Head of School: Mrs S Coe 

Important dates: 

 

Christmas Dinner – Friday 9th December – only for those who have already placed an order at the 

office 

Christmas Performances: 

Due to fire regulations please can we ask that each child only has 2 guests – thank you.  

Tuesday 6th December- Years 1 and 2 - 9.30am or 2pm 

Wednesday 7th December – Early Years - 9.30am or 2pm 

Monday 12th Dec – Years 3 and 4- 9.30am or 2pm 

Tuesday 13th Dec–Years 5 and 6 - 9.30 am or 2pm  

 

News from the staffroom 

 

Today we say goodbye to Mr Hannah who is moving on to start a new career and hopefully do some 

travelling. He has provided wonderful support for our children and we wish him the very best of luck.  

We are also really pleased to let you know that we have a Senior Business Manager supporting both 

Ebor Gardens and Victoria Academy – Mrs Michelle Atkinson will be a real asset to our team.  

 

 

Mrs Coe & Mrs Simpson 

 
Ebor Gardens Primary Academy 

Rigton Drive 

Leeds 

West Yorkshire 

LS9 7PY 

 

http://www.eborgardensprimary.co.uk/

